Agenda

1. **Introductions**
   - Who we are
   - Reading and Writing Workshop Tenets
   - Teachers College Reading and Writing Project (TCRWP)
   - Conditions for Learning by Brian Cambourne

2. **Padlet in Reading Workshop**
   - Student work shared

3. **Google Slides in Content classes to make Nonfiction e-books**
   - Student work shared

4. **Kidblog in Writing Workshop**
   - Student work shared

5. **Our Favorite Online Resources**
   - Sites shared

6. **See how easy padlet is to use**
   - Add to the group padlet - scroll over to the BE INSPIRED column
     - Click on TICKET OUT
     - Click on the pink + in the bottom right-hand cover.
     - Add: Name in the TITLE
     - Add: school, grade you teach, email address, and 1 thing you;d like to try before school is out in the WRITE SOMETHING…. space

7. **Favorites Shared during the TCRWP 2-7-18 Tech Twitter Chat**
   - Padlets
   - Online Resources / Apps
   - Book / author sites
   - Podcasts for kids